Résumé. -Dans l'article [3] Golomb a présenté une construction hilbertienne des fonctionsspline périodiques de degré impair dans un réseau uniforme, fonctions étudiées systématique-ment pour la première fois par Quade et Collatz
.
La construction de Golomb a été généralisée pour les méthodes d'interpolation par les translates d'une fonction périodique g. Le but de cet article est d'étudier des propriétés d'approximation des méthodes d'interpolation par les translates de g dans des espaces des fonctions périodiques qui sont associées à la fonction g. En application, nous déduisons les propriétés d'approximation des f onctions-spline périodiques de degré pair.

THE INTERPOLATION METHOD
Let g be a fixed real valued periodic function from the Wiener algebra se' 2 K of those continuous periodic functions from <^2 -* which possess an absolutely convergent Fourier series. The inner product of ƒ, g e ^2 ir is defined by Let tj = 2 TT/V/z, y e Z, be a uniform mesh depending on n e N. The discrete inner product is given by
The discrete Fourier transform and the finite Fourier transform are related by aliasing :
where jeZ and ƒ e J^2 TTThe öas/s functions b p O <y <: n, are obtained via the discrete Fourier transform from the generating function g :
We have the fundamental relations
We assume that
and define
for any ƒ e ^2 7r . Discrete Fourier transform yields the interpolation properties
The space of interpolants is given by (see [2, 3] )
We assume that the finite Fourier transform of the generating function We consider mainly two cases of generating functions g :
The generating function g defining the interpolation process is independent of the number n of interpolation points in case I while it is dependent in case IL Trigonométrie interpolation is characterized by the choice
In this case g dépends also on n. We refer to [3] for the proof of the validity of the existence condition. Two examples are given for possible choices of the séquence (d k ).
Example a :
Hère q is a real number greater than 1. If q is even, case I yields periodic odd degree spline interpolation on uniform mesh as studied by Golomb [3] . The generating function is the well known Bernoulli function P q (t ) up to a factor
he function g is a spline of degree 2 r with deficiency 1, while g(* -t k ) -g is a spline of degree 2 r -1.
If q is odd, then case II yields periodic even degree midpoint spline interpolation on a uniform mesh [3] . The generating function is the shifted vol. 28, n° 2, 1994 Bernoulli function P q (t -TTIU) up to a factor
Example b :
Here & is a positive real number. Both cases I and II yield rational trigonométrie interpolation processes (see [2, 3] ).
In case I the generating function is related to the Poisson kernel
In case II the generating function is related to the shifted conjugate Poisson kernel
UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS OF THE INTERPOLATION PROJECTORS
The Wiener algebra sé 2 ^ is a dense subalgebra of <^2 «-• ^% v^& Banach space of continuous periodic functions with respect to the norm (see [6] )
Moreover, we have where ll/IL = s u P (\f(f)\:teR}.
We will first investigate approximation properties of the Fourier partial sum projector which is in some sensé a universal approximation operator. The Fourier partial sum projector F n is defined by
Clearly, F n is a bounded linear operator on ^2 TT* On the other hand, it is well known that the norms ||F rt ||, n G M, are not uniformly bounded. According to the Banach Steinhaus principle [7] , F n (f ), n e N, is not convergent for every continuous periodic function. Therefore it is natural to consider F n as a bounded linear operator from s& lir into ^2TT-I* follows from the définition of the norms that Thus, the norms ||F"||, ne /V, are uniformly bounded. Since 
n -> oo
Replacing ^2 v ^Y &&i ^ is not a severe restriction from the practical point of view since se 2 ^ contains ail Lipschitz-continuous periodic functions [6] and in particular those functions from ^TT which are piècewise < € x [10] . Next we will establish an analogous resuit for the interpolation projectors Q n , n e N. The interpolation projector Q n is a bounded linear projector from si 2 where 0 < y <c n. This implies
\bj(t)/bj(O)\ ^ (1 +
where t e IR and 0 <: ? < n. Proceeding as in the pro of for case I we can 
for odd n and for even n. Again we have
Thus the assertion holds also for case III.
To establish uniform convergence of Q n (f ) for ƒ e ^2 -n y i a tne BanachSteinhaus principle [7] we have to verify uniform convergence of Q n (f ) on a dense subset of <srf 2 *•• This will be done in the following section.
APPROXIMATION OF THE EXPONENTIALS
The approximation properties of Q n will first be investigated for the exponential functions e y . Then we obtain
Thus, the assertation holds for case I.
We consider now case II. Then we have
i.e., ^(r) is real valued which implies Q n (f) = Q n (f). Since e k = e_ k and = e 0' again we may assume 0 < k ^ n/2. Recall that
e k (t)t £ d k + sn (-If e sn (t) -
\s=0
Then we obtain
Thus, the assertation holds also for case II.
For the sake of completeness we note that Theorem 2 is trivially true for case III {trigonométrie interpolation) since in this case we have THEOREM 3 : For any f e sé 2 n Q n (f) converges uniformly tof as n tends to infinity : -0 (n-oo). Proof : Note first that If q -2 r, r e N, case I yields the error estimate of Golomb [5] for pdd degree periodic splines. If# = 2r+l,reN, case II extends the error estimate of Golomb to even degree periodic midpoint splines.
